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Moving With A Purpose
With our professional assistance and guidance, all your moving needs will be met and
fulfilled in record time.

MOVING SERVICES

Tennessee’s Favorite Movers

111 Reviews
5 Star Average
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Local Moving
Local moving is our biggest strength! Let our team take care of it for you!
READ MORE

Packing Services
We’ll make sure everything is ready for safe transportation in no time!
READ MORE

Office Moving
Our team offers reliable commercial moving services to ensure a successful office
relocation.
READ MORE

Long Distance Moving
No matter the distance, we will safely deliver everything to your new destination.
READ MORE

The Most Trusted Movers in Tennessee
AVG: 5.0
We currently have 111 Google Reviews
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Move On recently assisted our company in relocating to a new 10,000 SF office space.
The planning for the move was well thought out and professional. The combined
experience of Move On and the Recrate packing service allowed a clean, seamless
transition into our new space. They also performed a residential move for me and my
family about a year ago and the service was top notch as well. I would strongly
recommend Move On to anyone that is looking for high quality service that is
dependable and professional.
- Jason Bennett , Hoar Construction
Rating:

As a Realtor, I am always on the move, literally. Personally, I have moved over 10 times in
the last 3 years. Bryce and his team are very professional, timely and always save me
time with their packing and ReCrate services. I have never had a broken item and am so
pleased with their service. We encourage all of our clients who are looking to save time
and headaches on closing day, to contact Move On for a seamless moving experience.
- Ashley Dugger , ACRE Real Estate
Rating:

I can't express how thankful I am for Zo & Seagram, our AMAZING movers. They handled
every item with care, were friendly & professional, worked their butts off, and made our
move so much easier. If I could give them 100 stars, I would. Just the sweetest young
men. Kudos to Move On for hiring these two. Great guys - great service. BEYOND highly
recommended.
- Lisa Blythe , Happy Customer
Rating:

Quite possibly the best money I ever spent. From the initial in-home estimate, to when
the truck pulled away from our new house, it was an amazing experience. The same 3
man crew packed up our 3 bedroom apartment and moved us the next day. Lamont,
Omar, and D were all very professional, helpful, courteous, and were great with my 2
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kids, which made the move so much easier with them being comfortable. I definitely
recommend Move On and will use them again in the future.
- ME L , Happy Customer
Rating:

ABOUT US
Our crew loves the work they do because of our family atmosphere. Finding a moving
company with the right set of family values and complete devotion to customers is
becoming harder and harder to do. Move On makes it easy.

We've Got You Covered
Our primary service areas are all over Tennessee to better serve you
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Tennessee
· Nashville
·
·
·
·
·


Belle Meade
Brentwood
Murfreesboro
Franklin
Spring Hill
All Locations

Moving With A Purpose
Move On Relocation: Where Moving is Seriously Fun!
GET A QUOTE

Get Moving!
Frequently Asked Questions:
What Makes Us Unique?
When Move On began, our mission was to positively affect people’s lives as much as
possible. Our TN based moving company aims to give back and help our clients, all while
having a good time doing so. Our team has one goal, and that is to make this whole
process easier for you. We pride ourselves in our trusted, capable moving crew, our
attention to detail, our reliability, and our excellent customer service. We understand
that when it comes to moving, efficiency is key, so we work our hardest to help you
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relocate smoothly and as quickly as possible, no matter the distance. As professionals,
we desire for our clients to have the best experience possible with their relocation
needs. We will offer you a safe and insured transportation of goods, moving tips and
tricks during our walkthroughs, give an open and honest estimate, all while ensuring
you, the client, have a stress and hassle free moving experience. Give us a call today, and
let’s start preparing for your upcoming move right away!
What Does Move On Offer?
Move On offers a wide variety of moving services. Regardless of whether you are moving
locally or in need of long-distance moving assistance, Move On is here to serve you. In
need of packing help or supplies? Our professional team is more than happy to provide
you with the best and most efficient packing experience. Learn more by viewing our
service pages.
How Much Does Moving Cost?
The best way to prepare for any relocation expense, is to have an organized and
calculated moving cost checklist. Having everything on paper is a crucial first step to
preparing for moving expenses. A sure way of getting an official and workable estimate
is to set up an appointment for a free moving quote. Although moving costs vary with
each client, the average moving costs within the state of TN range from anywhere
between $150-$2000 depending on your relocation needs. However, we strongly
encourage calling ahead of time to get your free moving quote, which will include all of
the services you need.
Do Movers Pack Everything?
We at Move On will take care of any packing help you need. During a predetermined
walk through, our crew will offer packing tips, tricks, and will offer the best packing
strategy to ensure the safety and protection of your belongings. Whether it be the
packing and transportation of your large furniture, musical instruments, or all of your
smaller household items, our crew is capable and willing to serve you in every way
possible. We will also provide any packing supplies you may need with your next move.
Don’t struggle to pack on your own. Instead, turn to Move On, and let us show you why
it pays to utilize our packing services.
When Should I Move?
The best moving time and season really depends on your own specific moving budget
and needs. If you are looking to move during a time that will be more budget friendly,
the best time to move would be during the Fall-early Spring time frame. However, if you
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have children in school, moving over the summer, although typically falling within a
higher moving company demand time frame, would allow for a more suitable move to
avoid any disturbance during the school year.
Do I Need an Estimate?
We highly recommend pursuing receiving a moving quote or moving price estimate
before moving forward with your relocation. Move On offers an honest free quote with
no hidden fees are we are willing to discuss various options for you in order for you to
receive the best moving experience possible ensuring your complete satisfaction.

Strict Hiring Process

It is possible for us to train anyone and everyone how to move furniture among
other household items, but it is not often that we can teach someone how to have a
heart for serving. That is why every single person employed at Move On Relocation
completes a 6 step training program. It takes at least 30 days to become Move On
Certified. Our employees go through drug-screens and background checks. We also
conduct various physical, personality, and attitude tests to ensure that not only are you
hiring capable movers, but high quality personnel who care about you and your
belongings. Most service companies only train their new employees for 1-2 days. That is
not fair to your antique furniture or your grandparents possessions that have been
passed down for generations. You deserve better than that.
Continue Reading
Our professional movers are not solely trained when they start. Every year we
have the whole team go through the same training process they started out with as a
refresher. We also add new certifications to expand their credentials and further prepare
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them for any moving service need. We created and developed our Move On Certification
training process after being challenged by a Zig Ziglar quote: “The only thing worse than
training an employee and having them leave, is to not train them, and have them stay.”
There have been times where we have had to turn down fully capable movers because
they were not aligned with our values. It is all done with you in mind, our customers.
We are obsessed with creating a seriously fun moving experience. We even have a
different employee every quarter on charge of our company’s fun schedule. That’s right,
we schedule fun.
PHONE: 615-492-9404
EMAIL: info@choosemoveon.com
ADDRESS: 315 10th Ave N #107 Nashville, TN 37203
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